ESTHER MCCANN
LAW OF ATTRACTION COACH WITH 99% SUCCESS RATE
ESTHER'S MISSION IS TO MAKE MANIFESTATION MAINSTREAM
Esther aka Miss Manifesther, is an international Law of Attraction Coach,
Spiritual Mentor and Public Speaker.

"Manifestation is the new black!"

CONTACT
contact@esthermccann.com
www.missmanifesther.com

SOCIAL
www.instagram.com/missmanifesther

She works with entrepreneurs, freelancers and creatives to manifest
their success, love lives and fulfilment by teaching them the law of
attraction. As a result they take complete control of their lives and
switch up their mindset, as they release their blocks to success and
achieve their goals from a place of purpose and passion.
Esther discovered she has a natural gift for manifestation following her
difficult divorce in 2017. She's rapidly gained authority in this space and
has been approached by The Secret to endorse the latest release.
Personal manifesting results have allowed her coaching side-hustle to go
full-time. Her work is regularly described as "life changing"; she knows
everybody wants to create their best life and they deserve to earn more,
find love and or happiness, or to strengthen their mental health

Over 500k views, 9k+ subscribers

Best Seller: Manifestation Tool Box [£24.99]

www.facebook.com/missmanifesther

"Within a week of opening the box my
business shot up 3000%!! YES! That’s
three 0’s!!"

IT WORKS!
"I manifested some incredible things into
my life inc. £28k - if this is something you
have been thinking of doing, this is the girl
for you!" - S.F
"Grand total for this week is £3967.72,
absolutely overwhelmed" - K.J - after
setting intention to receive £100
"She has helped me manifest so much
including my dream man. I am buzzing
with happiness" - V.O
"My mind is completely blown - my
intention manifested in completion in 24
hours!" - S.J - new £1.8k client
" I never thought my traumas could be
worked on and settled - Esther is proof of
allowing that to happen" - L.B

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Law of Attraction
Public Speaking
Growth Mindset

Manifestation Techniques
Emotional Freedom Technique
Mindfulness & Meditation

TRAINING TOPICS
Singles: How to Manifest your Dream Partner!
Manifesting with the Moon Cycle
Manifesting with your Menstrual Cycle
Quantum Jumping/Shifting your reality FAST!
Entrepreneurs: How to Manifest your next client with EASE!
Setting intentions, the steps that actually work!
Why Self-love is your key to success!
Becoming a magnet to money! Call in thousands overnight!
Manifesting with fashion! How your wardrobe can help you
manifest results!
Releasing your resistance to love and success, get out of your
own way!
Morning and Evening Routines to support your Manifestations!

